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Intention is generally viewed as a pit-bull kind of determination propelling one to succeed at all costs

by never giving up on an inner picture. In this view, an attitude that combines hard work with an

indefatigable drive toward excellence is the way to succeed. However, intention is viewed very

differently in this book. Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has researched intention as a force in the universe that

allows the act of creation to take place. This book explores intention&#x97;not as something you

do&#x97;but as an energy you&#x92;re a part of. We&#x92;re all intended here through the

invisible power of intention. This is the first book to look at intention as a field of energy that you can

access to begin co-creating your life with the power of intention. Part I deals with the principles of

intention, offering true stories and examples on ways to make the connection. Dr. Dyer identifies the

attributes of the all-creating universal mind of intention as creative, kind, loving, beautiful,

expanding, endlessly abundant, and receptive, explaining the importance of emulating this source of

creativity. In Part II, Dr. Dyer offers an intention guide with specific ways to apply the co-creating

principles in daily life. Part III is an exhilarating description of Dr. Dyer&#x92;s vision of a world in

harmony with the universal mind of intention. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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I'm going to end up recommending this book with one major and two minor reservations. If you can

get past the reservations (which I will explain), I believe there is something here that might make a

difference in your life and mine. You'll notice that the majority of reviews give the book 5 stars, but a



significant minority give it 1 star. I'm guessing that the wide disparity of reactions is based on how

surmountable or insurmountable the reservations were to each reviewer. My purpose is to help you

decide whether for you it would be worthwhile shelling out the $18-$25 price of the bookHere's the

major reservation: in Calvinism, you could tell who was saved and going to heaven by how

successful and prosperous they were. In Social Darwinism, successful people were evidence of

survival of the fittest. In the Power of Intention, people create the lives they want based on being

"aligned with Intention". The implication is that if they are poor, diseased, homeless, or victimized,

they are not aligned with Intention. They may not be sinners (Calvinism) or unfit (Social Darwinism),

but they are unenlightened and somehow responsible for their unhappy fate. I wonder what advice

Dyer would have had for the victims of the recent tsunami.If Dyer's theories are correct and

universal, should we be translating his book and dropping it into distressed areas like Darfur in the

Sudan or perhaps in the Sunni triangle? Personal responsibility is a powerful and often overlooked

factor in the human condition, but Dyer seems oblivious to the possibility that there might be other

factors at work, as well. His five words "I want to feel good" would be a tough sell for the sole

survivor of a family that has just been murdered.
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